Let m, n P N. We represent the additive subgroups of the ring Z mˆZn , which are also (unital) subrings, and deduce explicit formulas for N psq pm, nq and N pusq pm, nq, denoting the number of subrings of the ring Z mˆZn and its unital subrings, respectively. We show that the functions pm, nq Þ Ñ N psq pm, nq and pm, nq Þ Ñ N pusq pm, nq are multiplicative, viewed as functions of two variables, and their Dirichlet series can be expressed in terms of the Riemann zeta function. We also establish an asymptotic formula for the sum ř m,nďx N psq pm, nq, the error term of which is closely related to the Dirichlet divisor problem.
Motivation and preliminaries
Throughout the paper we use the following notation: N :" t1, 2, . . .u, N 0 :" t0, 1, 2, . . .u; the prime power factorization of n P N is n " ś p p νppnq , the product being over the primes p, where all but a finite number of the exponents ν p pnq are zero; gcdpm, nq and lcmpm, nq denote the greatest common divisor and the least common multiple of m, n P N, respectively; Z n denotes the set of residue classes modulo n (n P N); τ pnq is the number of divisors of n; ϕ is Euler's arithmetic function.
Consider the ring pZ mˆZn ,`,¨q, where m, n P N. If gcdpm, nq " 1, then it is isomorphic to the ring pZ mn ,`,¨q. Hence, all of its additive subgroups are subrings, i.e., are closed under multiplication. In fact, all additive subgroups are ideals of the given ring. If gcdpm, nq ą 1, then this is not the case. For example, K :" tp2i, i`3jq : 0 ď i, j ď 5u is an additive subgroup of Z 12ˆZ18 , p2, 7q P K, p4, 5q P K, but p2, 7qp4, 5q " p8, 17q R K. In the same time, the subgroup L :" tp2i, 2i`3jq : 0 ď i, j ď 5u is a subring of Z 12ˆZ18 , as a direct check shows. Here L is not an ideal, since, e.g., p2, 5q P L, but p2, 5qp1, 3q " p2, 15q R L.
Therefore, the following natural questions arise: Let m, n P N. What are the subrings of the ring Z mˆZn ? What are its unital subrings, i.e., subrings including the multiplicative unity p1, 1q?
What are its ideals? What are the number of subrings, unital subrings, respectively ideals of Z mˆZn ?
Subrings and ideals of direct products of rings were investigated by Anderson and Camillo [1] . Versions of Goursat's lemma for ideals and subrings of a direct product of rings were given in [1, Th. 11] . The ideals of the ring Z mˆZn were also discussed in a recent paper by Chebolu and Henry [5] . In fact, the ideals of Z mˆZn are of the form IˆJ, where I and J are additive subgroups of Z m and Z n , respectively. This follows from a well known property concerning the ideals of the direct product of two arbitrary rings with unity, and has a simple proof. See [1, Prop. 9] . Hence, the number of ideals of Z mˆZn is τ pmqτ pnq.
However, there are no direct results in the above papers concerning the subrings and unital subrings of Z mˆZn , and we are not aware of related results in the literature. We remark that subrings and unital subrings (called sublattices and subrings, respectively) of a fixed index of the ring Z n were studied by Liu [8] , and in a recent preprint by Atanasov, Kaplan, Krakoff, and Menzel [2] .
The following results on the representation and the number of subgroups of the group pZ mẐ n ,`q with m, n P N were deduced by us [11] , using Goursat's lemma for groups. See also the papers [7, 10] , using different approaches.
Then the following hold true:
,ℓ is a bijection between the set J m,n and the set of subgroups of pZ mˆZn ,`q.
ii) The invariant factor decomposition of the subgroup
iii) The order of the subgroup K a,b,c,d,ℓ is ad and its exponent is lcmpa, cq.
iv) The subgroup K a,b,c,d,ℓ is cyclic if and only if gcdpb, dq " 1.
We note that by the condition a{b " c{d we have lcmpa, cq " lcmpa, ad{bq " lcmpad{d, ad{bq " ad{ gcdpb, dq. That is, gcdpb, dq¨lcmpa, cq " ad. Also, gcdpb, dq | lcmpa, cq. Figure 1 represents the subgroup K 6,2,18,6,2 of Z 12ˆZ18 . It has order 36 and is isomorphic to Z 2ˆZ18 . Here K 6,2,18,6,2 " tp2i, 2i`3jq : 0 ď i, j ď 5u " L, quoted above, and it is also a subring. 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 We recall that a nonzero arithmetic function of two variables pm, nq Þ Ñ f pm, nq is said to be multiplicative if f pm 1 n 1 , m 2 n 2 q " f pm 1 , m 2 qf pn 1 , n 2 q, provided that gcdpm 1 m 2 , n 1 n 2 q " 1. We refer to our survey paper [12] regarding this concept. If f is multiplicative, then it is determined by the values f pp α , p β q, where p is prime and α, β P N 0 . More exactly, f p1, 1q " 1 and for any m, n P N,
The function pm, nq Þ Ñ spm, nq is multiplicative and for any prime powers p α , p β with 1 ď α ď β, its values are given by
In this paper we characterize the subgroups K a,b,c,d,ℓ of Z mˆZn , given by (1), which are also (unital) subrings, and deduce explicit formulas for N psq pm, nq and N pusq pm, nq, denoting the number of subrings and unital subrings, respectively. We show that the functions pm, nq Þ Ñ N psq pm, nq and pm, nq Þ Ñ N pusq pm, nq are also multiplicative, and their Dirichlet series can be expressed in terms of the Riemann zeta function. We establish an asymptotic formula for the sum ř m,nďx N psq pm, nq, the error term of which is closely related to the Dirichlet divisor problem. Our results are included in Section 2 and their proofs are given in Section 3.
Main results
Theorem 2.1. Let m, n P N and consider the additive subgroup K a,b,c,d,ℓ of Z mˆZn , given by (1) .
i) The subgroup K a,b,c,d,ℓ is a subring of Z mˆZn if and only if
ii) The subgroup K a,b,c,d,ℓ is a unital subring of Z mˆZn if and only if a " m, c " n, ℓ " 1.
i) The number of subrings of the ring Z mˆZn is given by
where
ii) The number of unital subrings of the ring Z mˆZn is N pusq pm, nq " τ pgcdpm, nqq.
iii) The number of ideals of the ring Z mˆZn is τ pmqτ pnq.
It is clear that N psq pm, nq and N pusq pm, nq are symmetric in the variables. 
, α " β " 2γ´1,
N pusq pp α , p β q " minpα, βq`1.
Remark that for every m, n P N, N pusq pm, nq " τ pgcdpm, nqq ď τ pmnq ď τ pmqτ pnq ď N psq pm, nq ď spm, nq, which follow from the definitions and properties of the τ function. Here τ pmnq is the number of cyclic subproducts of Z mˆZn . See [7, Th. 5] .
To illustrate the applicability of our results, we note that the ring Z 12ˆZ18 has
subrings and N pusq p12, 18q " τ pgcdp12, 18qq " τ p6q " 4 unitary subrings. The number of its ideals is τ p12qτ p18q " 36. The number of subgroups is sp12, 18q " sp2, 2 2 qsp3, 3 2 q " 8¨10 " 80, by using (2) . Now consider the case m " n. Let hpnq " hpn, nq. Furthermore, let N psq pnq :" N psq pn, nq and N pusq pnq :" N pusq pn, nq denote the number of subrings, respectively unital subrings of the ring Z 2 n . Corollary 2.4. The functions n Þ Ñ hpnq, n Þ Ñ N psq pnq and n Þ Ñ N pusq pnq are multiplicative, viewed as arithmetic functions of one variable. For every n P N we have
where hpiq " ÿ d|i ϕpdq ϕpd{ gcdpd, i{dqq .
and N pusq pnq " τ pnq.
Let θ be the exponent is the Dirichlet divisor problem for τ pnq, that is
for every ε ą 0, where C is Euler's constant. Note that 1{4 ď θ ď 517{1648 . " 0.313713, the upper bound being a recent result due to Bourgain and Watt [3] . N psq pm, nq m z n w " ζ 2 pzqζ 2 pwqζpz`wqζp2z`2w´1q ζpz`2wqζp2z`wq .
ii) For every ε ą 0,
where A 1 " ζp2q{ζp3q, A 2 , A 3 are explicit constants.
The formulas (9) and (10) 
Proofs
Proof of Theorem 2.
quals´i m a , iℓ n c`j n df or some i and j. This holds true if and only if
and iℓ n c`j
By using (11) and the fact that (12) is equivalent tó
with some k P Z.
Here (13) is a linear congruence in j, and since gcdpc{d, cq " c{d, it has solutions in j if and
which is equivalent, by using that gcdpℓ, c{dq " 1 and c{d " a{b | a, to
For i 1 " i 2 " 1 we have the necessary condition c d | ℓ n c´m a , which is also sufficient for every
ii) The subgroup K a,b,c,d,ℓ , given by (1), contains the identity p1, 1q if and only if
for some i and j. This holds true if and only if a " m, c " n and ℓ " 1 (with i " 1, j " 0). In this case, condition (3) is satisfied. iii) Let R and S be two commutative rings with identity. Then every ideal of RˆS is of the form IˆJ, where I and J are ideals of R and S, respectively. This follows from [1, Prop. 9], as already refered in Section 1. Since the ideals of Z m are its subgroups, we deduce that K a,b,c,d,ℓ is an ideal if and only if it is a subproduct of Z mˆZn . That is, K a,b,c,d,ℓ " IˆJ, where I and J are subgroups of Z m and Z n , respectively. Then J is the second projection of K a,b,c,d,ℓ , namely tjn{d : 0 ď j ď d´1u ď Z n . Also, for every i and j there is k such that iℓ 
Let m " ax, a " by, n " cz, c " dt. Then, by the condition a{b " c{d " e we have y " t " e. Rearranging the terms of (14),
Using Lemma 3.1, we deduce that N psq pm, nq " ÿ bxe"m dze"n gcdpx,eq"gcdpz,eq"t ϕpeq ϕpe{tq " ÿ bi"m dj"n ÿ xe"i ze"j gcdpx,eq"gcdpz,eq"t ϕpeq ϕpe{tq " ÿ i|m j|n hpi, jq.
ii) By ii) of Theorem 2.1 the number of unital subrings is
iii) Follows at once by iii) of Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. First we show that the function pm, nq Þ Ñ hpm, nq is multiplicative. Let gcdpm 1 m 2 , n 1 n 2 q " 1. Then, by using that the function pm, nq Þ Ñ gcdpm, nq is multiplicative, we deduce that
where gcdpm 1 , m 2 q and gcdpn 1 , n 2 q are relatively prime. Let d " ab such that a | gcdpm 1 , m 2 q and b | gcdpn 1 , n 2 q. Then gcdpd, m 1 n 1 {dq " gcdpab, m 1 n 1 {pabqq " gcdpa, m 1 {aq gcdpb, n 1 {bq and gcdpd, m 2 n 2 {dq " gcdpab, m 2 n 2 {pabqq " gcdpa, m 2 {aq gcdpb, n 2 {bq.
Also, the condition gcdpd, m 1 n 1 {dq " gcdpd, m 2 n 2 {dq implies that gcdpa, m 1 {aq " gcdpa, m 2 {aq and gcdpb, n 1 {bq " gcdpb, n 2 {bq. We deduce that hpm 1 n 1 , m 2 n 2 q " ÿ a|gcdpm 1 ,m 2 q gcdpa,m 1 {aq"gcdpa,m 2 {aq"A ϕpaq ϕpa{Aq ÿ b|gcdpn 1 ,n 2 q gcdpb,n 1 {bq"gcdpb,n 2 {bq"B ϕpbq ϕpb{Bq " hpm 1 , m 2 qhpn 1 , n 2 q. Now it follows that the function N psq pm, nq is also multiplicative, being the convolution of hpm, nq with the identic 1 function, according to (4) .
Let p α , p β be any prime powers with 0 ď α ď β. By (5) we have
ϕpp j q ϕpp j´minpj,α´j, which gives for α " 2γ ě 0,
and for α " 2γ´1 ě 1, ζpzqζpwqζpz`wqζp2z`2w´1q ζpz`2wqζp2z`wq .
Now the Dirichlet series representation (9) of the function N psq pm, nq is obtained from (19) by using that N psq pm, nq is the convolution of hpm, nq with the identic 1 function.
ii) From (9) we deduce the convolutional identity N psq pm, nq " ÿ ab"m cd"n f pa, cqτ pbqτ pdq,
valid for every m, n P N, where ζpz`wqζp2z`2w´1q ζpz`2wqζp2z`wq .
where ř1 a,c means that a ą x or c ą x (or both), and by (21), 
